The White Rim Trail A Jour

ney Between River and Sky
Story and photos by Cass Gilbert

W

ithin the prolific expanse
of the American Southwest,
generously endowed as it is
with vast blue skies, amazing vistas, and
backcountry possibilities, Utah holds
its own particular appeal. There, an
inordinate number of national parks
and natural wonders vie for attention; a
medley of canyons, cliffs, buttes, arches,
and tabletops, hewn over millennia
from Utah’s quintessential red rock.
The White Rim Trail, in the southeastern portion of the state, is a rare
bicycle-touring gem for the simple reason that it’s hard to imagine how a ride
could be more perfectly formed. ‘The
most weird and wonderful, magical
place on earth — there is nothing else
like it anywhere,” as Edward Abbey, author of Desert Solitude, required reading
for enthusiasts of the area, once commented. What’s more, these are words
without a hint of hyperbole: I can’t
think of another 100 miles anywhere
that packs in even half the amount of
jaw-dropping views that count down
every mile of the White Rim Trail.

Typical traveling-cyclist fare; lots of carbs and a bit of protein sprinkled in for good measure.

Set in the heart of Utah’s Canyonlands National Park — eroded into
shape by the mighty Colorado and
Green Rivers — this 103-mile loop is a
succession of one superlative panorama
after the next. Mix in a well-packed dirt
road, sublime camping potential, and

A cyclist climbs along a well-packed grade on the White Rim Trail, heading to the Island in the Sky.
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utter desert silence, and the White Rim
Trail has all ingredients needed to be
among the finest weekend-sized adventures in the country.
Not that I’m suggesting you limit
yourself to a fleeting few days in the
area, of course. If you’re making the

long pilgrimage to Utah, it’s well worth
bookending other local explorations on
either side. As it is, the trail is effectively a well maintained jeep track that’s
both the perfect introduction to dirtroad touring and the visual highlight of
a week of trail riding. And nearby Moab
has no shortage of technical mountain bike rides to choose from. Should
you prefer the notion of a Herculean
challenge, there are even a handful of
cyclists who tackle the loop in a single,
gargantuan day — though it seems a
shame to race past such mesmerizing
terrain without pausing to linger.
My own experience in Canyonlands
was shared with two friends from
Flagstaff: Megan, an experienced cycle
tourist but a dirt-road novice, and
James, veteran of several Pacific Coast
rides, and as strong as they come. We
certainly weren’t a glamorous bunch.
After our long drive from Arizona, we
began our adventure by unceremoniously bunking in the back of James’ old
Toyota truck, wrapped in all our layers
and squeezed together like sardines in a
can. Come morning, we extricated ourselves from our confines, blinking into
the distance as the first peels of light
swept across the open desert. Bikes and
gear were duly pieced together from
their dismembered states, then food
and valuable water divvied up. We were
finally ready.
COWBOYS, JIGSAWS, AND WASHERMEN

In terms of picturing this geological maze, it’s perhaps best to imagine
Canyonlands as a series of defined tiers.
At the top, lies the evocatively titled
Island in the Sky, a vast mesa set on
sandstone cliffs that rises 1,200 feet
above the terrain around it. At its base,
flow the Colorado and Green rivers,
ancient sculptors of the landscape, cutting through layered sandstone to form
two deep canyons. Somewhere between
river and mesa top, skirts the White
Rim Trail.
As such, this is a ride that wastes
no time in propelling you straight into
the action, with a sweeping, switchback descent that tunnels 1,000 feet
down into the bowels of Canyonlands
via Shafer Canyon, a massive amphitheatre-shaped hunk of rock. Such is
the unexpected transformation of the
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NEED TO KNOW White Rim Trail
TRAIL ETIQUETTE
It’s particularly important to both stay in established campsites and keep to the trail, resisting the temptation to meander off on foot.
Although it may feel as if you’re the only one
out there, the desert is delicate underfoot
and teeming with microscopic life: a black,
dry, and brittle living crust dominated by cyanobacteria, as well as lichens, mosses, green
algae, and microfungi. Consider yourself in
good company, as cyanobacteria are one of
the earliest known forms of life, responsible
for converting a once carbon-dioxide-based
atmosphere into one rich in oxygen — they’ll
be the ones helping you breathe on those
stiff, sharp ascents. On a larger scale, you
might even spot one of the 350 desert
bighorn sheep roaming the area — assuming
your eyesight is keen enough to spot them,
blended as they are like chameleons into the
landscape. Perfectly adapted to their environment, they sport longer legs and lighter
coats than their Rocky Mountain cousins but
grow the same, distinctive whirligig horns.

surroundings that it felt like a portal
into another world — one comprised of
giant, 3D jigsaw pieces towering hundreds of feet high. It was both a geology
lesson millions of years in the making,
and a more subtle insight into the
human layers that accompanied it. The
road we traveled was established by
cowboys as a cattle trail at the turn of
the 20th century. Long before them, as
far back as 10,000 years ago, nomadic
hunter gatherers had roamed the land
— and mysterious pictographs adorn

FAVORITE GEAR
As the White Rim Trail isn’t a technical ride,
it’s one that can be easily tackled on a fully
rigid touring bike, like a Long Haul Trucker.
Just be sure to fit the largest tires you can.
Two-inch plus knobby tires are best. We
mounted water bottles to the forks for extra
H2O carrying capacity, with the Extrawheel
trailer (extrawheel.com) proving useful for
hauling liquid too. My favorite piece of gear
for cutting back weight is my tarp by 6 Moon
Designs. The Gatewood Cape (sixmoonde
signs.com/tarps/GatewoodCape.html)
is freestanding and weighs just 11 ounces,
packing down to the size of a rain jacket — it
even doubles up as a cape if need be. I’m
also a big fan of frame bags, from the likes
of Porcelain Rocket (porcelainrocket.com)
and Revelate (revelatedesigns.com), which
are a more efficient use of space within your
bike’s main triangle than water bottles. I
use mine to store a water bladder for long,
water-sparse rides like this rather than carrying weight on my back. That way it’s also
centered and helps stabilize the bike.

rable of Canyonlands’ natural arches.
Resembling a gravity-defying stone
gangplank, the water and wind-eroded
Musselman Arch — named after an
Easterner who came west in 1932 — was
a sight to behold. At 120 feet long, its
delicate structure appeared all the more
precarious given the jumble of jagged
crags and rocks below. From a distance,
it looked like only a daring tip toe
would get us across — but once closer,
it was clear that only the most acrophobic cyclist would be afraid to ride it. In

AFTER ALL, WHAT’S THE RUSH? OVERNIGHTING IN
CANYONLANDS IS AT LEAST AS MEMORABLE AS
ANY TIME SPENT ON TWO WHEELS.
nearby Horseshoe Canyon, as well as a
plethora of other nooks and crannies in
the area. More recently, and somewhat
at odds with its mystique, the road was
improved by the Atomic Energy Commission in the 1950s, in their search for
uranium deposits.
We had three full days to enjoy the
ride, favoring desert atmosphere over
big miles. Shortly after bottoming out
on the canyon floor, we put our relaxed
schedule to good use. Our first excuse
to stop came among the most memo-

the distance, the La Sal Mountains lent
further drama and poetry to the scene,
particularly the second tallest, the
12,482-foot Mount Tukuhnikivatz, Ute
Indian for “the one that holds the sun
longest.”
From then on, the ride was nothing
less than a medley of one geological
formation — arches, spires, and balanced rocks — trying to one-up the
next. They serenaded us along our
ribbon of red dirt that curled its way
through this salmon-colored, sandstone
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wilderness. We sought human forms within the structures around us, the best being
Washerwoman Arch, with its uncanny
resemblance to a figure standing up and
scrubbing their clothes. Given the parched
heat of the day, there was an odd sense of
submersion within the depths of this network of canyons — perhaps it was because
these chasms and gorges were forged by
water, and the path we were riding may
well have been a seashore millions of years
ago.
THE YIN AND THE YANG

We occasionally resisted the urge
to abandon our bikes and stride out to
viewpoints, but we generally gave in to our
whims, preferring to dangle our feet over
precarious edges and ponder the scale
of our surroundings, at least until late
afternoon crept up on us and a chill filled
the air. Before long, temperatures dropped
and dark, inky-black shadows seeped into
canyon pores, relentlessly encroaching on
the orange halos of light that still clipped
the mesa tops. The park is well served
with designated camp spots, so we were
soon settled in at Gooseberry Campsite,
some 30 miles into the ride, and a suitable
staging post for our second day in the
saddle.
After all, what’s the rush? Overnighting
in Canyonlands is at least as memorable
as any time spent on two wheels. That
night, I poked my head out from under my
tarp and gazed up towards the sky. It was
crammed with stars and a brush stroke of
Milky Way, shining with an intensity I’d
never seen, despite travels that have taken
me across deserts far and wide. Satellites
blinked in and out of view. At the first pinprick of light, I emerged from the cocoon
of my sleeping bag and made my way
over to a viewpoint. I held my breath for
a moment. Nothing but complete silence,
a motionless, pre-dawn landscape that
felt suspended in time. It’s moments like
that that are singularly powerful. Perhaps
amplified by the distance from my home
in England, I’ll admit freely that my mood
flitted from a melange of joy, happiness,
and clarity, to tears for people I left behind
and missed. There’s nothing like a desert to
bring out the yin and yang of bicycle travel.
The rest of our ride proved no less
compelling, no less memorable both physically and emotionally. The desert felt vast
and ancient. To quote again from Edward
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NUTS & BOLTS White Rim Trail
CONDITIONS
Canyonlands National Park is the largest national park in Utah. It’s 32 miles from Moab.
The White Rim Trail can be tackled from
either direction; we chose clockwise, to enjoy
the descent through Shafer Canyon. The full
loop is 103 miles, and the best time to visit
to avoid intense summer heat is in the spring
and the fall. Conditions are generally good,
barring a few sandy patches and some tough,
loose climbs. In total, there’s around 6,000
feet of vertical ascent. If split into three days,
expect one major climb a day.
ACCOMMODATIONS AND WATER
If you’re overnighting, there’s a $5 entry fee
for bicycles which is valid for a week. There
are 20 primitive camp spots ($10, no water),
spaced roughly every five to 10 miles along

the trail. In the high season (April to October)
campsites should be booked in advance
(Canyonlands NP Permits Office: 435-2594351). As we were riding in November, the
tail end of the season, we slipped in with a
last-minute booking. If timing and availability
work out, Murphy Hogwart and White Crack
campsites, both off the main trail, are recommended. The slot canyon at Holeman Spring
Basin makes a great side trip too. Be aware
that the summer monsoon brings storms,
which can cause flash flooding and temperatures that can top 100 degrees.
There’s no guaranteed source of water
(the Green River is silty and hard to filter), so
carry all the liquid you need. Given the slightly cooler temperatures, we carried around 12
liters each for the whole ride. Additionally,
we made sure we were fully hydrated when
we left the truck. In a pinch,
you might be able to ask for
water from passing vehicles,
but don’t rely on it.
TOURING INFORMATION
There are several tour organizers offering the White Rim Trail
as a jeep-supported ride. Although my personal preference
is to enjoy the self sufficiency of
carrying my own gear, food, and
water, an organized tour should
guarantee knowledgeable
guides well versed in the area’s
geological and cultural history.
• Canyonlands National Park:
nps.gov/cany/index.htm.
• Utah.com: utah.com/offroad/
white_rim_trail.htm.
• Magpie Cycling: magpie
adventures.com, (800) 5464245.
• Escape Adventures: escape
adventures.com, (800) 5962953.
• Western Spirit Cycling
Adventures: westernspirit.
com (800) 845-2453.
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Abbey, the author and environmental
essayist, Canyonlands is “the most arid,
most hostile, most lonesome, most
grim, bleak, barren, desolate, and savage
quarter of the state of Utah — the best
part by far.” I’m not sure I share his sentiment of grim hostility, but I certainly
recognize his lonesome feelings.
The following day, a sentry of buttes
and chimneys stood to attention. We
detoured off trail to White Crack, home
to a collection of gigantic, uneven
rocky blocks. On a far smaller scale, the
area is also known for its potholes that
fill up after rainfall, briefly harboring
miniature life forms known as tadpole
shrimp. Then we scooted around the
rim of Monument Basin, a perfect,
vertigo-inducing viewing platform
from which to admire the surrounding
pinnacles, some of which soared several hundred feet toward the sky.
Given the profusion of this remarkable red rock, we’d been questioning
the relevance of the trail’s title. In fact,
it’s named for the white, iron-free layer
within the rock face, a strata that became
exposed as the rest of the softer sandstone eroded away. This “White Rim” lies
sandwiched between river and mesa top
1,200 feet above us. In some ways, it’s the
very essence of Canyonlands.
A HARD SCRABBLE HOME

10 miles further on we reached
Candlestick Tower, an impressive flute
of eroded rock, and an indication that
we were beyond the halfway point of
the ride. From there, our trail deposited us down as close as we’ve been to
the water’s edge. Looking out towards
the passive flow of the Green River, it
was hard to imagine the power it once
held, to believe that this abrasive force,
combined with wind and precipitation,
had shaped the very nature of the land
in such a dramatic fashion.
A last few challenges lay ahead. The
appropriately-named Hardscrabble
Hill had us off the bikes and scrambling for purchase before a spartan
camp spot, nestled in amongst the
rocks and junipers, provided a blissful
night’s sleep. Our legs may have been
tired, but at least our bikes weren’t
complaining. Despite the prevalence
of full suspension rigs on the trail,
James had successfully braved the dirt

close the loop. Up on the plateau, a stiff
afternoon headwind worked us hard for
those last few miles, which was meditative in a way, serving to eke out our
adventure just a little longer.
Back at the vehicle, we wasted no
time in loading up our bikes before the
temperatures dropped and a thick blanket of desert darkness encroached once
more. As much as we’d all have loved to
spend one last night in Canyonlands,
it was time to head home. Without a
doubt, the White Rim Trail had been
among the most memorable tours I’ve
enjoyed. To anyone who craves both
sublime touring and a deep rooted
sense of peace, I’d urge you to visit this
magnificent pocket of America’s Southwest. As Abbey rightly opines, Canyonlands is indeed a lonesome place: one
that’s both spectacularly scenic and
spiritually uplifting.

Riding The White Rim made the cyclists wonder why it’s not called The Red Rim Trail instead.

with his trusty Long Haul Trucker,
laden with panniers and shod with the
fattest tires he could squeeze into its
frame. My Thorn hard tail sported a
front suspension fork, which I definitely enjoyed. The extrawheel trailer I’d
been pulling had worked out well too,
making hauling the water we needed a
more feasible enterprise. And Megan’s
Kona, with front suspension, two rear

panniers, and water bottles mounted to
the fork, had also provided a suitably
balanced ride.
Finally, it was time for the inevitable
climb up the corkscrew-like Horsethief
Trail. We winched our way up a series
of long and loping switchbacks that,
relatively painlessly, deposited us back
atop the high mesa. From there just a
short stint on pavement lay ahead to

Cass Gilbert has been wandering the world on his
bicycle for the last 15 years. During that time, he’s
ridden from Alaska to Peru, traversed Australia,
Asia, and the Middle East, and run a guiding
business in the Indian Himalaya. Catch up with his
dirt-road travels at whileoutriding.com.

TRAVEL-SET

Waterproof Bicycle Touring Set

5 Ye a r Wa r r a n t y
Made in Germany
www.ortliebusa.com

Bike-Tourer model rear
panniers including antitheft device
Travel-Biker rack-top case
Ultimate5 Plus handlebar
bag, size M
All products are also
available individually
Total Volume 4638 cu.in.
(76 L)
100% Nylon Fabric
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